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LaRouche: British Intelligence
Is Running An Assassination
Operation Against Me
u.s. Labor Party chairman and presidential candidate

Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr. released this statement from
Chicago. July 18. "Top-level British intelligence is
running an assassination operation against me. which in
cludes

a

massive

national

terrorist deployments. and

pattern

of

intimidation

surveillance.
of

are indicating their immediate preparation to launch
massive terrorism in the United States in the same mode
as has occurred in Europe in recent years. LaRouche
explained.
The terrorism is planned to be a rerun of the Baader
Meinhof and Red Brigades operations. Although it has a
radical Israeli-tinged flavor. another crucial controlling
element is the so-called Black International. the fascist
Black

Guelphs

headed

by

Otto

von Hapsburg and

Archbishop LeFebvre. Thi� is the same group which
recently ran an unsuccessful coup attempt in Cyprus.
The motivation flows from the Bremen summit. inter
sects the collapse of a bank in Holland. and intersects the

personal

London-Israel squabble over whether or not Israel should

political contacts. I personally know the names of the

immediately attack Syria. an attack which could precip
itate World War III. stated LaRouche.
London views Lyndon LaRouche personally as very
high in importance as a strategic enemy at this time.
This fact has been communicated to LaRouche by high

groups involved in this operation. and the names of many
individuals in these groups.
"The British intelligence operation is being run in co
operation with Israeli intelligence and persons in the U.S.
associated with the Anti-Defamation League. United
Auto Workers. CounterSpy. and groups under the control
of Ken Cockrel of the Detroit Chapter of the National
Lawyers' Guild. " LaRouche charged.
"Detroit is the nominal center for the expendable
group which is being set up to take credit for the assassin
ation. after it is conducted by professional hit teams. The
operation includes lawyers deployed as 'cut-outs' to the
operation." the presidential candidate added. Such
lawyers provide crucial support to kidnappers and
assassins. while maintaining an "independent" cover.
This is not merely an assassination operation against
Lyndon LaRouche-an operation stretching up to corpor
ate boardrooms-but the British. together with Israel.

level sources of different nations.
LaRouche requests that any corporate officer. official
or executive approached with threats or slanders against
him. or intimidations meant to dissuade them from meet
ing with the USLP leader. should immediately report to
LaRouche's New York security office. (212) 563-8648.
There. these reports will be gridded and turned over to
responsible officials ... The life which a corporate officer
would so save may not merely be LaRouche's - it may
be his own.
"We must root out this terrorist fnfrastruc ture now. I
emphasize. I know the names of the groups involved. I
know the names of various individuals in the groups. I
know the key Detroit controller. and I know those behind
the operation as a whole." LaRouche reiterated.

What Really Did, And Didn/t,
Happen At Bonn
An on-the-spot report from our correspondent there
This analysis of the July 16-17 heads of state summit at
Bonn was filed by NSIPS's George Gregory from the
West German capital.
Contrary to what many believed - including a few
world leaders here at the summit of the seven leading
capitalist powers - the Bonn meeting had essentially
one. very simple purpose: to reeducate the President of
the United States on the most important current policy
questions.
The major issues had already been resolved. Most
important was the far-reaching agreement for a new
monetary system reached at the pre-summit-meeting in
Bremen. attended by West Germany. France. Italy. and
England. There West Germany's Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt had successfully led the move to force that
policy through over the objections of Great Britain.
Then. before the Europeans were formally joined by the
U.S .. Canada. and Japan at Bonn. discussions between
West German. French. and Japanese officials had·
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already determined the crucial portions of the Summit
communique endorsing the development of nuclear
power and tightening collaboration against terrorism
(for details. see below).
What was left for the summit itself was to win Jimmy
Carter over. to at the very least taking a stance of
benevolent neutrality toward the Bremen monetary
agreements and the "Grand Design" of trade and global
development they portend. While the British and other
press groaned that "nothing will come of this summit."
Schmidt. France's Giscard. and their allies were
eminently successful.
Carter found himself in an international environment
different from any he had previously encountered. West
Germany's Schmidt and Japan's Prime Minister Fukuda
were particularly warm toward the President in their
almost continuous consultations throughout the summit.
Soon Carter began to echo his educators; in an informal
speech during the conference weekend he emphasized
the necessity for economic cooperation to prevent
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